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J;NTRODUCTION 
~ The purpose of this study is to construct a series of exercises 
which :may help to enrich the speaking vocabulary of kindergart~ children. 
It is also hoped that these exercises will aid in developing habits of 
attention, and will , arouse in each child a constructive interest in 
seeking information. The exercises are built upon a combined vocabulary 
from the pre-primers of five basal reading systems.l 
' The study attempts to follow certain very important principles in the 
teaching of young children. These principles are as follows: 
1. To base all instruction on the known - that which has been 
learned by experience, direct or indirect. 
2. To allow the child to express his own ideas. 
5. To use material which is of great interest and which produces 
enthusiasm. 
4. To encourage inquiry about new materials. 
( 
1 
Curriculum Foupdation Seri~~' New York, Scott Foresman and Company; 
1946-1947. 
The Alice and Jerry Basic Readers, Evanston, Illinois, Rat·,: Peterson 
and Company; 1947. 
Learning to Read Series, New York, Silver Burdett and Company; 1945. 
Easy Growth in Readmg Series, Philadelphia, John C. Winston Company; 
1947. 
The Ginn Basic Readers, Boston, Ginn and Company; 1948. 
I 
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5. To inspire the child with desire for seeking information based 
upon the need. He should be given an opportunity to discover 
the pleasure and satisfaction that comes from the ability to 
search for and gain knowledge through his own efforts. The 
child is faced with a situation which becomes his personal 
problem, and the knowledge that it has a definite and attainable 
solution, arouses his interest and employs his powers of applica-
tion to the best possible advantage. 
On the kindergarten level, this is more or less limited to asking 
questions of one's parents and older brothers and sisters, but it is the 
beginning of that quest for information, w~ich, if properly guided and 
encouraged, shows itself later in enthusiastic and skillful use of the 
dictionary, of the encyclopedia and of all library references. 
\ Vocabulary enrichment is a part of the entire kindergarten program, 
i 
and is by no means limited to the language lesson. It has its place in 
Music, Literature, Art and Handwork, and even in the lunch period. However 
there are certain objectives toward which one works in setting up a pro-
gram. One of the most important of these is to teach the child the words t 
he is most likely to need to discuss adequately his own experiences. 
A word should be taught as soon as it is needed to express more ~-
fully an idea which is already known to the child, and to familiarize him 
with the words and concepts which he will meet in beginning reading. 
This study attempts to develop some materials that may aid in 
meeting -these various needs. 
, 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Much has been written, and countless studies have been made relative 
to the basic causes of reading failure. The causes are many and varied. 
They range from t he physical which may include visual, auditory and speech 
defects, through the intellectual, embracing a lack of comprehension or 
memory, to the emotional area, where confusion and distress in the child's 
daily life react against him, to threaten the peace of mind and sense of 
securit y which are essential to his success iq school work. 
Educators agree in general, however, that one of the most important 
functions of the pre-primary program is that of providing training that 
1 
will help to prevent confusion in beginning reading. Beery states that 
"first grade reading materials deal with a 
surprising number of concepts, and that it 
is unsaf e to assume that these understandings 
are a part of the background of all first grade 
children." 
2 Betts further emphasizes the importance of clarifying ideas when he 
says that 
1 
11 The child must take considerable experience to 
the reading situation. A city child may have 
heard the words barn, windmill, tractor, but if 
he has never seen one, or a picture of one his 
ideas may be far from reality" and again - a 
."teacher should never take for granted an accurate 
background of experience on the part of the child." 
Althea Beery, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and Word Recognition" , 
I 
National Society fQr ~ Study of EducatiQU, Forty-eighth Yearbook, Part II, 
Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1949, 172-192. I 
2Emmett A. Betts, "Directed Reading Activities", -Educational 
Admizli:;tration and Supervision_, 50: 457, November, 1944. 
,~-~-. 
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• Extensive research bas shom that a planned program of interesting 
activities based upon the familiar experiences of children is essential 
to success in first grade reading. Bildreth1 states that 
"any experiences or training that develop a. 
child"s ability to understand and to use 
language, automatically prepare him for 
learning to interpret the verbal symbols 
of the printed page. 11 
It is during the pre-primary years that the foundation must be laid 
for the proper development of the intellectual processes. This i~ the 
period in which language gets its start for good or ill. It is the respon 
sibility of the kindergarten to see that every e.ffort is made to give the 
child everything that will contribute to his success in later reading. 
According to Hildreth2 
"Linguistic readiness is the cornerstone of 
learning . to read. Until children can speak 
well and listen attentively to conversation, 
they are not ready to read. This is due to 
the fact that reading is primarily a language 
skill." 
This development of language facility requires and involves an ade-
quate background of concrete experiences, enabling the child to build up 
accurate percepts and correct images. From this process he is then able 
to abstract the essential nature of things, leading thence to the formation 
of ideas. In a study made of the language of kindergarten children 
1Gertrude H. Hildreth, "Reading Programs in the Early Primary Period," 
National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-eighth Yearboo~ Part I~ 
Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1949, 54-92. 
2 
Op. cit., p. 66. 
II 
2 
Rugg1 concludes that the child of pre-primary age 
"is essentially a self-assertive individual; 
that he is a linguistic experimentalist, 
engaged in using words to become acquainted 
with .the world around him." 
/ 
(/ 
Gray and Holmes2 emphasize, however, the importance of background and 
training in those early years, when they state, 
"Four factors determine to a large extent the 
growth of a child's vocabulary; namely, his 
capacity to learn, the character of his en-
vironment, the nature and development of his 
interests and the kind of instruction received." 
Three of these important factors are within the province of early childhood 
educatiort, and may be encompassed in a well-planned program of language ex-
ercises based upon material that is rich in child interest value; that is 
given in a simple conversational style, making ready appeal to the imagina-
tion, and dealing. with topics and ex:peri<:Jnces that are familiar and of in-
tense interest to children. Cantor5substantiates this premise when she nnd~ 
that a regular program of language exercises for kindergarten children 
is an aid to them as ~basis for primary reading. As the result of a study 
1aarold Rugg, "A Study of the Language of Kindergarten Children," 
Journal o~ Education~l Pslchologx, 20: 1-18, January, 1929. 
2
william S. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, The Development of Meantog_ 
Vocabularies in Read~g, Publication of the Laboratory Schools of the 
University of Chicago; 6, 7-8, 1958. 
5 Alma Cantor, "An Historical, Philosophical and Scientific Study of 
Kindergarten Excursions as a Basis for Social Adaptation and Reading 
Readiness," Master's Thesis, University of Cincinnati, 1955. 
5 
1 
on the interpretation of reading Crosscup states that there must be two 
basic a ssumptions underlying ~xercises of this kind, namely, 
"that vocabulary development has three inter-
related aspects: 1) increasing the number of 
words to which a meaning is attached; 2) in-
creasing the number of divergent meanings 
known for a given word; 3) increasing sensi-
tivity to the way in which the meaning of words 
is conditioned by context. Another assumption 
is that the process of vocabulary development 
in each and all of these aspects goes on con-
tinually from infancy to maturity as a sponta-
neous process of assimilation." 
In a study dealing with the relationship between reading achievement 
2 
and linguistic ability Hildreth finds that 
"The better a child's command of language, 
the more successfully he can learn to 
read, and the higher the level in 
reading achievement he vdll ultimately 
attain." "Oral language is the very founda-
tion of learning to read, and for that reason, 
learning to speak and write better may be con-
sidered a normal part of learning to read." 
1 
Richard B. Crosscup, "Exp!;!rimental Exercises in Learning to Interpret · 
Reading," Education 59: 20-51, September , 1958. 
2Gertrude R. Hildreth, "Reading Achievement and Linguistic Ability," 
Education 69: 567-571, May, 1949. 
4 
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1 
Seashore describes some informal experiments on vocabulary development 
and states that 
"the results indicate that it is possible 
to double the rate of vocabulary 
growth simply by interesting children 
in learning the significant tfrlngs 
about new words." 
To a child, what can be more significant about a new word than a 
realization of the relationship it bears to some familiar object? Or 
what could be more confusing or discouraging than to be required to use 
words that are unfamiliar and consequently uninteresting because of utter 
lack of association? The far-reaching and calamitous effects of a reading 
program which f ails to give the child the necessary training for under-
d d 2 standing, recognizing an appreciating wor values are shown by Durrell 
when h~ states that 
I .. 
"Difficulties in word recognition or in 
word meaning ordinarily account for in-
attentive reading, slow reading, poor 
understanding of details, failure in 
following directions, confusions in getting 
the central thought, inability to understand 
implications, and difficulties in oral and 
written recall." 
-- I 
1
Robert H. Seashore, •Importance of Vocabulary in Learning Language ! 
Skills," Elementary English 25: 157-152, March, 1948. 
2Donald D. Durrell, "Basic Abilities in Intermediate Grade Reading," 
Education 59: 45-50, September, 1958. 
"For1 words have multiple values and 
their appropriate ~terpretation for 
anyone at any given time and place, 
must take into account their total 
context or setting." 
The Value of Exp~ience,s 
Children are not limited to understanding only the things about 
which they are able to read. "The world is so full of a number of things" 
that are of intense and absorbing interest to children, that the opportuni-
ties are great indeed for helping them to understand and appreciate new 
concepts, and to form language patterns which show concern for meaning. 
A language program on the kindergarten level is of necessity largely oral, 
and experien~es which stimulate speech, discussion and informal conversa-
tion are an essential part of this program of vocabulary growth. 
In emphasizing the importance of using the immediate environment as 
2 
a teaching medium Seashore states that 
1 
"We have largely failed to realize the extent 
to which ev<;ryday experiences .. constitute a 
type of education in word knowledge which may 
easily continue throughout a person's 
life." -
David Kopel, "General Semantics and Reading Instruction" in Papers 
from the Second American Cong;re~~- on General Semantics, '1941 (M. Kendig; 
Compiler and editor) 592-599, Institute of General Semantics, Chicago, 
1945, 50: 581. . 
2 
Op. cit., p. 142. 
6 
In r~cognition of the important role of experi~nces in developing 
1 
a good informational background, Hilliard and Troxell conclude that 
_n chiJ.,dren with rich background are more 
strongly equipped than are pupils of 
meager background to attack the printed 
word because of enriched meanings and 
thought -which experiences bring to -the 
task." 
The teaching of words for the sake of words should have no part in ·j 
any language program. Only when a child is faced with a situation which 
stimulates genuine concern for meaning, shoul d he be expected to take the 
responsibility for making it his own. Vocabulary development is an ex-
tremely important part of the total reading and language program, but it 
is by no means an end in itself. 
Assuming then, that experience is the basis for all language learning, 
it is important in planning activities to realize that interests and 
experiences go side by side, and that children will respond to the extent 
that is appropriate for their particular level of maturation. Language 
learning is essentially a developmental process and a child is constantly 
preparing for the next step. With each new experience his interest broad-
ens, and by relating his new learning to his origfu;u_ background of informa 
tion, he acquires a fUnd of meaningfUl concepts which serve as tools for 
· further learning. 
1George R. Billiard and Eleanor Troxell, "Informational Background 
as a Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Progress," Elementary School 
Journal 58: 255-265; December, 1957. 
7 
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In a study on the importance of associative learning, Stauffer1 
finds that association in reading 
"involves two phenomena - language and 
experience. Association between the 
two provides the impetus for most learning 
situations" •••• the 
"reader must make appropriate associations 
between pr5nted (visual) symbols and 
experience." 
2 Dolch states that 
"Depth of meaning comes through reading, but 
only to the extent that it reshapes and re-
combines past experiences." 
He further maintains that 
"Anything read draws upon .xistinc meanings 
and magnifies or diminishes them 
or rearranges them in new ways." 
In stressing the importance of experience as an aid in learning to 
5 
read Gray makes the following statement: 
"The fact is well known that the chief source 
on which a reader can draw in interpreting 
what he reads is his fund of related 
experiences." 
1 R~ssell G. Stauffer, "Reading Retardation and Associative Learning 
Disabilities," Elementary English 26: 150-57; March, 1949. 
2Edward W. Dolch, "Depth of Meaning," §!!_uc{:l.tip!l 69: 562-66; May, 1949. 
5wi1lia.m S. Gray, Reading as an Aid in !,.earning, National Society fm:: 
the gtudy of Education, EQrtx-~hth YearboQk, Part II, Chicag~University 
or Chicago Press, 1949, 255-55. 
-~ I 
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Although our children may not have an opportunity for many real life 
experiences of the type necessary for broadening their background of con-
cepts, it is possible to have all kinds of activities through excursions, 
pictures, books, toys, visual aids, recordings, dramatization, demonstra-
tions, and the use of models of all kinds.~ 
V'TQ.rd Meanin~ 
The ability to understand and use oral language is a prerequisite to 
the correct interpretation of printed symbols. A child should not be 
required to cope with words that are not a part of his vocabulary, and 
1 
which have meanings with which he is not familiar. Beery states 
"Recognition of words can hardly be expected 
unless these words are already a part of the 
oral language of the child; i.e., until the 
child has meanings for the words and can use 
them in their proper relationship in sentences." 
Sne2 further concludes that 
"The possession of a rich fUnd of word meanings 
is a prerequisite to adequate comprehension 
and interpretation in reading." 
In support of this idea and as a means of realizing it, .fiildreth5 
suggests that 
1 Op. cit. 
2 Op. cit. 
3 
Op. cit. 
"The types of language experience children need 
to build a better basis for learning to read 
'include comprehending spoken language and de-
veloping more power for the expression of ideas." 
P• 181. 
p • 172. 
p. 67. 
II 
I 
I 
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1 Beery makes a plea for a wide, comprehensive program of language 
activities when she says 
"It is essential, however, that the 
guidance of vocabulary grovrth during 
these early years be much broader than 
that of specific training for any given 
reading materia1. 11 
2 She finds also that 
"The child who has a comfortable 
margin of language power, clearly 
has the advantage." 
Auditory Discrimination 
Successful reading further demands that the child develop sensitivity 
to the similarities and differences in the sounds which he hears, because 
the l ack of auditory discrimination has been found to be an imp,ortant cause 
of confusion in beginning reading. The child who is able to differentiate 
· between the sounds of consonants and blends soon acquires the ability to ~~ handle the phonetic skills that are necessary for learn~g new words. 
As the result of a formalized program of exercises designed to increase 
the rate of learning in first grade reading, Murphy and Junkins 5report that 
"Ability in auditory analysis of word elements -L 
appears to be a primary factor in success in 
beginning reading;" and also 
"If a child is to take the advantage of phonetic 
writing, he must first notice the phonetic elements 
in his own speech. If he has never noticed the 
sounds within spoken words, the printed forms of 
these words give him no clue to their pronunciation. 11 
1 Op. cit. p, 174. 
2 Op. cit. p. 181. 
5
aelen A. Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins, "Increasing the Rate of Learn-
~g in First Grade Reading," Education 62: 57-59, September, 1941. 
10 
The success of this program of auditory exercises would seem to 
indicate that it is unsafe to assume that children are hearing sounds 
correctly, and that there must be definite instruction in listening. Ac-
1 
cording to Beery 
"Recent studies show that children who listen 
carefully to the sound of words; who can iden-
tify which words begin or end with the same 
sounds, will learn a sight vocabulary more 
readily than children lacking these abilities." 
Upon making a study of various types of auditory discrimination, 
2 
Tufts concludes that 
"The relationship between speech and reading 
is so close that every child should be 
taught to recognize the differences in 
sounds before he notices the differences 
in forms of words." 
Social Adjustment 
A well-constructed language program has far-reaching implications 
in the area of social adjustment. A child must know when and how to 
speak. He must also know how to select an appropriate topic and how to 
take his listener into consideration in its presentation. All this in-
valves training in how to give his undivided attention, how to ask in-
telligent questions and how to reach the understs~ding that good listening 
is a matter of courtesy. 
1 Op. cit. p. 182. 
2 Betty R. Tufts, "An Evaluation of Several Typ·es of Auditory Dis-
crimination," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education~ 1941. 
1.1. 
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Guidance and Motivation 
We know that children talk most effectively about the things in which 
they have the greatest interest and about which they have the most informa-
tion. Coupled with t his essential background is the need for training in 
clear and logical thinking, in careful observation and accurate reporting. 
Children must, however, have guidance, and this guidance must provide 
opportunities for exploring new regions of interest, satisfaction of 
curiosity, meaningful reflection upon significant findings and the forma-
l 
tion of accurate and sound judgments. To this end, in the words of Gray; 
"Guided by a vital concept of learning, 
a good teacher attempts to develop a 
classroom environment in which an in-
quiring attitude and strong motives 
for learning are stimulated daily." 
In a study on vocabulary as influenced by depth of meaning Dolch2 make 
the following observation: 
"Someone has said that •the measure of 
a man is the number of things he can 
wonder about.t Teachers are forced to 
the conclusion that wonderment is rare. 
The average person accepts what is about 
him as it is and does not question. Be-
cause he does not question, he does not 
think. Because he does not think about 
the things he does or meets, he has shallow 
meanings for the words ~e uses." 
1 
Op. cit. P• 257. 
2 Op. cit. · p. 565. 
12 
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This sets forth a tremendous challenge for every teacher - that of 
engendering in the mind of every child a love of learning, with due recog-
nition of the disciplines involved, but with emphasis on its rewards. 
Education's responsibility in this matter, particularly in reference 
1 
to reading is stressed by Durrell when h..~ states that 
"Motivation is extremely important, and no 
reading progr8lll will be successful that 
does not include the establishment of 
purpose, provision for special interests, 
knowledge of progress, var iety of activities, 
and belief in one•s ultimate success." -
I 
/ 
Research has shown the importance of language activities in the '/ 
kindergarten, therefore, the purpose of this study is an attempt to build 
a set of exercises which may be presented to children with a view to: 
1) enriching their meaning vocabularies. 
2) training the~ in the discrimination of sounds of words and of 
word elements, and 
5) teaching them how to look, listen, think, and speak in ways that 
will make a definite contribution t o fostering these abilities 
as needed in a successful approach to beginning reading. 
1 
Donald D. Durrell, "Basic Abilities in Intermediate Grade Reading," 
Education 59: 45-50, September, 1958. 
i 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of th~ study is to construct a series of exercis~s which 
-may help to enrich the speaking vocabulary of kindergarten children, to 
develop word meanings and comprehension, to give training in auditory dis-
crimination and to encourage the informal, spontaneous and meaningful ex-
pression of ideas. 
Problems 
A. To select appropriate topics. 
B. To S€lect an appropriate vocabulary. 
C. To organize the exercises which are based upon experiences, 
direct or indirect. 
' A. Sel€ction 2£ th§. Topics 
Topics ·-. have been selected -
The 
1. In which all children have a common interest. 
2. Which may stimulate and develop this interest. 
5. Which should call for thought and effort on the part of the 
child. 
4. Which motivate a desire to read. 
5. Which will familiarize the children with words and concepts 
that he will meet .in later reading. 
following topics were selected as a basis for the exercises. 
1. Home and family life 7. Transportation 
2 • Toys 8. The Farm 
5. Animals 9. Nature 
4. 1'he Community 10. Money 
5. Food 11. Quantities 
6. Clothing 12. Tbe World about us 
r---
1 
15 
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No special grouping has been planned, but all of the exercises com-
bined, touch upon matters which deal with them. 
B. Selection Q£ the Vcicabularz 
The exercises are based upon a combined vocabulary from the pre-
primers of five basal reading systems. 
The Reading Systems and the Pre-Primers are as follows: I 
William S. Gray, Dorothy Baruch and Elizabeth R. Montgomery, I 
Curriculum Foundation S~ries, New York, Scott Foresman and 
Company, 1946-47. 
Pre-Primers: 
We Look and See 
We Work and Play 
We Come and Go 
Mabel O'Donnell, ~Alice ~ Jerrr Basic Readers, 
Evanston, Illinois, Row, Peterson and Company, 1947. 
Pre-Primers: 
Skip Along, First Pre-primer. 
Under the Sky, Second Pre-primer. 
Open the Door, Third Pre-primer. 
High on a Bill, Fourth Pre-primer. 
Nila Banton Sildth, Learning to ~ Series, New York, Silve 
Burdett and Company, 1945. 
Pre-Primers: 
Bill and Susan 
Onder the Tree. 
=========#============================================================~==----
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Gertrude B. Hildreth and others, Easy Growth in Reading 
Series, Philadelphia., John C. Winston Company, 1947. 
Pre-Primers: 
Mac and Muff; Level One. 
The Twins, Tom and Don; Level Two. 
Going to School; Level Three. 
Odille Ousl~y and David B. R.ussell, ~ Q!!m Basic Readers, 
Boston~ Ginn and ~ompany, 1948. 
Pre-Primers: 
My Little Red Story Book; Pre-primer I. 
My Little Green Story Book; Pre-primer II. 
My Little Blue Story Book; Pre-primer III. 
!B& Vocabulary 
The vocabulary is made up of combined lists of words from the fifteen 
pre-primers of five basal reading systems. No proper names are inclu.ded 
in the 121 words selected for the exercises . Key letters indicate from 
which systems the word was ta_ken. 
~========F========-~~~==~=-=-~~~=-================ 
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9ombined_ Vocabulary 
....9.! ~ Pre-Primers of 
~ ~ Reading System~ 
.-!E,! words 
a c s J w G chair G 
/ 
airplane(s) J G come c s J w G 
and c s J w G cookie c 
apple G dadey s 
are w G did s J w 
at s J w dinner G 
away c s w do J 
baby c s w doll s 
ball c s w G down c J G 
bed s w eat s 
big c s J G fast G 
birthday w father c J w G 
blue c J G fin4 c s w 
boat c J for c s w G 
boys w funny c w G 
bunny G get s w G 
bow-bow w girle w 
cake(s) s w G go c s J w G 
can c s J w G going J w 
caps J '- good s J w 
car c good-bye J w 
I 
---- - ll 
1: 
II 
/I 
18 
got J my c s J 
green J G name J 
had J not c s J w G 
have J w G oh c s 
he J w on J 
help c s G one c J w 
here c s J w G party w 
hide w pie G 
home J w play c s J w G 
house c J G please s 
I c s J G pony G 
in c s J pretty J 
is c s J w G puppy(ies) J G 
it c s J ran J w 
jump c J read w 
kittens J w red c J G 
like s J w ride J w G 
little c s J G run c s w 
look(ed)c s J w G said c s J w G 
make c s G saw J 
man J school w 
may J w see c s J w G 
me c s J w she J w 
morning J sleep s 
mother c s J w G something C s J G 
19 
=--= 
stop s G up c J G 
store J ·walked J 
surprise G wa.nt(ed) c s J w G 
table w we c s 'iV G 
thank s w went J 
the c s J vv G what s J w G 
they w where c w 
this J w G will s J 
three c J w window J 
to c s J w G with s Ji w 
too J work c G 
toy G yellow c 
train s J yes J 
two c J w you c s J w G 
under w 
*Code for Words listed: 
C - Curriculum Foundation Series. 
S - Learning to Read Series. 
J - Reading Foundation Program. 
W - Easy Growth in Reading. 
G - The Ginn Basic Readers. 
====-~-~=-= 
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Organization of the Exercises. 
Objectives in the planning of a language experience based upon 
of int8rest. 
1. To enrich vocabulary by leading from that which is known. 
2. To encourage self- expression on the part of the child. 
5. To use good, interesting, ;:;nd stimulating mat9rial. 
4. Tq encourage interest in new materials. 
5. To engender interest in information seeking. 
6. To stimulate clear thinking. 
7. To give training in keeping ideas in their proper order. 
Criteria ~ the Value 2£ sn EXQerience. 
v l. Does it furnish a common experience as a subject for dis-
cussion? 
~---2. Does it deal with a subject which stimulates interest and 
produces enthusiasm? 
v 3. Should it lead to the development of the ability to express 
ideas orally? 
v 4. Does it encourage an effort on the part of the child to 
relate ideas in sequence? 
' . 
v5• Does it help to build background for later reading? ,. 
,_, 6. Does it deal with mater ial that children will need to know? 
7. Does it grow from the environment and background of the 
children, or if not, does it have inductive -implications 
which are familiar to them? 
t---8. Does it have a "carry-over" value? 
I F===========9F=============9=.===I=s==it===o=f==su~f=f=i=c~i=en==t-==~=c-=o--p==A-~=an~=d==in==t=e=r=e=s=t==t=o=p==e=rm==i=t==c=hil=· ===dr~n ~£ 11----~  
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all grades of ability to participate in discussions and 
activities concerned therewith? 
10. Does it deal with subjects which study has found are in 
great need of enrichment in the vocabularies of young 
children? 
11. Does it provide a challenge to the child to seek solutions 
to problems in terms of meanings which are already familiar 
to him? 
\ 
Throughout a program such as this, there should be an orderly pro-
gression of concept building. It starts ~~th the ideas that are already 
within the child•s experience, and gradually spreads out to include those 
which tie in closely with the background already formed. 
Through the media of developmental conversation, re-discussion and 
related experiences, the child is led to see relationships and their 
inter-dependence upon one another. 
In this program, no emphasis has been placed upon visual training. 
The only instances in which visual perception has been employed are in 
picture stu~y and in the following of directions in drawing. 
Order Q! ~ Exercises. 
I. ExeroiseA Qn fronunoiation. 
The language program begins with some exercises on pronunciation I 
of one, two, and three syllable words. They are given for the purpose of 
I 
checking faulty articulation, and of revealing mispronunciation and I 
1 possible defects in hearing. Among the. words are some that are frequently / 
__ L_, 
I 
mispronounced by children, sucu as "pumpkin," "chimney," and "arctic." 
By allo~~g the children to repeat the w~rds individually, it should be 
possible to detect substitutions: ("prees" for trees; "teef" for teeth). 
The next section deals with Picture Study. 
II Picture Study. 
Criteria for the selection of pictures: 
The pictures should have: 
1. A well- defined motif. 
2. A minimum of detail. 
5. Great interest for children. 
4. Possibilities for illustration and interpretation of a 
given theme. 
5. Artistic value, with due regard for quality in color 
and design. 
The study of a picture has for its main objective, the consideration 
of ideas, and the recognition and tracing of a relationship between its 
component parts. 
Ir possible the children tell the story in short simple sentences. 
However, comments and observations which show understanding are most ac-
ceptable, even though there may be little construction of complete 
sent~Snces. 
Since the purpose of the study is to stimulate thinking, any indica-
tion that accurate concepts are being formed, makes the activity an im-
22 
portant one. Children who are at the stage where they merely enumerate 
objects should be encouraged to use descriptive words. They will usually ====~Jpl-====================================-~---=-=== 
respond to questions which refer to any interesting activities which appea~ 
and will learn to observe and report on action and relationships. 
In the ~xercises in. Picture Study, emphasis is placed on the 
following areas: 
1. Visual Discrimination. 
2. Interpretation in group study. 
5. Finding clues. 
4. Suggesting anticipated action. 
5. Following a theme to its logical conclusion. 
6. Story-telling by individual children to int!Srpret action in 
pictures of animals in newspaper clippings. 
The third section deals with -
Ill. Following Directions in Drawin_g. 
There are eight of these exercises, six of them giving specific 
directions to be followed. 
The last two allow freedom of choice as to the drawing, but 
the child is asked to report on his work. 
IV. ~ Meanin_g_s. 
Eight types of exercis€ give practice in this ar!Sa. 
1. ~-Part ~elatiq,nshi..I!.s. 
"Tell me the names of some parts of' a .!:2.Qm•" 
2 .. Part-~. 
"I am golng to say some sentences. See if you can finish 
them." 
A poeket is part of a _____ • 
.•.. I 
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5. .Antonyms. 
Say -
"in and out 
up and down 
off and" __ _ 
4. Completions. 
"LBt us see if' you can finish what I am going to say." 
A round 
---
5. Classifications. 
Two types of exercise are included under this heading: 
a) "I am going to name four things. One of them does 
not belong with the others. Listen carefully, and 
see if you can tell which one it is." 
cat dog lion horse 
b) "I am going to say three words. Perhaps you can 
think of another word that will go with them." 
run, jump and _ _ _ 
6. Associations. 
"!.•:: :: how many things we can think of that go together.~ 
7. Principal Characteristics. 
11I am going to say some words that tell about something. 
Listen carefully and see if you can find the right word." 
Wat~r is -- dry, black, ~' cold 
I 
I· 
.I 
8. Quantities ~Measurements. 
"Let us see if we know how we buy some of the things we 
need." 
We buy butt~ by the __ _ 
The complete set of exercises is included in the next chapter. 
V. Information. 
An opportunity for the children to begin to take responsibility 
for seeking information can be introduced through questions. Finding 
the answer may be assigned as a "Home Lesson." The children are to ask 
someone at home to supply the information and are expected to report on 
it the following day. The report is given privately to the teacher so 
that only those who remembered to do the lesson will be the recipients 
of due credit. It is interesting to note, that on each succeeding assign-
ment, the number of children who come to school having "looked up" the 
correct answer, is larger. 
Obviously, many of the questions can be answered by the children 
1 
I 
themselves, only after a suitable background of information has been built. 
If there be need of proof, however, for the necessity of word meanings, 
it might be at least suggested in two of the answers given by kindergarten 
children to question Number 47: 
"What do we mean by 1 home 1 ?" 
1. 11It 1 s the place where they send the bad children. n 
2. "It 1s the place you go when you haYen t t any place else 
to go." 
VI. This section is composed of 
Riddles 
1. Mother Goose Riddles. 
2. People in the Community. 
5. Animals. 
4. Birds and Insects. 
An example of these exercises is: 
I am a little boy. 
I like to sing. 
· I like white bread and butter. 
I have no knife for cutting the bread. 
i\'ho am I? 
The complete series is in the next chapter. 
VII. Comorehension. 
1. ~ or !2. Questions. (True and False). 
"I am going to tell some little stories. Some of them 
are true and some of them are not. If the story is 
true say 'Yes.' If it is not true say 1 No. 1 Be sure 
to think well before you speak." 
All animals are in cages. 
2. Completions. 
Three types of exercise are included in this grouping. 
"Perhaps you can finish the story I begin. Listen 
carefully!" 
a) Contrasts. 
Vinegar is sour, but sugar is ____ , 
! 26 
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b) Using phrases. 
The bunny- carries the eggs (how?) 
c) Using obvious, partial, or no clues. 
The farmer tells tim~ by the ----
VIII Auditorl Discrimination . 
. . I 
General Aim of the Program. 
To h~lp children to listen attentively, and to give them 
training in recognizing similarities and differences in pitch, speed, 
rhythm, intensity; word forms, initial and final sounds and rhymes. 
Specific Aims. 
1) To set up patterns by which the child may gain an 
awareness of the relationship between the phonetic 
elements in his ovm speech, and those same elements, 
translated into visual symbols in beginning reading. 
2) To provide a wealth of experience in listening, dif-
ferentiating and selecting from groupings which are 
small or large, easy or more difficult, according 
to a given requirement. 
The Prsgram. 
The program in training in Auditory Discrimination begins with 
preliminary exercises which give the child an opportunity to 
hear sounds which are very dissimilar, and then leads him 
through a series of steps which require an increasing degree 
of ability to notice variations in pitch, speed, rhythm and 
J intensity. I j ====== p=~~o==================================o==================-=-=-=-=·~-~-~-=-=-=-= 
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It is essential that these ex~rcises be given before any work 
in th~ mor~ formal training in Auditory Discrimination is 
attempted. The steps are as follows: 
1. Exercises using the piano. 
a) Difference in pitch. Give two tones which are 
' 
very different • . Child tells which is higher. 
Bring tones closer together. 
b) Difference in intensity: loud and soft, heavy 
and light. 
c) Difference in speed: fast and slow. 
d) Difference in direction: scales or broken chords, 
up and down. 
2. Exercises using ~ voice. 
a) Child tries to match his voice to the teacher's. 
b) 
Make voices sound as nearly alike as possible. 
(If child has difficulty in doing this, he sings 
any tone he can and the teache-r matches it. Then 
work up or down from the child ' s pitch). 
Play games of matching sounds; boat or train whistle~ 
bird calls; calling the names of fruits; calling II 
the children's own first names, using large I 
I 
intervals at first, then smaller ones; musical 
conversations relative to the weather; calling the 
roll. 
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d) 
Children identify .each other's voices. 
Children match each other's voices. (Echoes). 
5. Exercises using recording~. 
a) Listen fpr fast and slow; loud and soft; changes in 
reytbm. 
b) Play a recording of .a song which is new to the 
children. They are to listen attentively and 
tell what they can remember. 
c) Use program music: tell the story and have children 
listen for events or scenes that are depicted. 
4. Exercises m_ rhythmic interpretation Q.f mueic. (Piano Q! 
recordings). 
Music thus used should -
1) Be artistic and of the best quality. 
2) Have a distinctive, well-marked pattern of rhythm. 
5) Suggest something that is •vithin the child's 
experience, whether for free interpretation or 
for identification. 
Following the prelimina~ activities in training for recognition of 
differences in sounds, is a practice exercise in which the child is asked 
to listen and tell whether or not words given in pairs are alike or 
different. 
_l __ _ 
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1. Practice Exercise. 
To check a child's ability to hear identical words. 
Say, "I am going to say t wo words. If they are the same word 
say ties.' If they are not, say 'No. 1 Listen carefully." 
boy - boy pig- bug 
did - do get - get 
2. Initial Consonants ani Blends. 
The exercises which follow increase in difficulty from a set 
of three words, one of which is very dissimilar, such as 
"bring, cap, bring;" to an exercise which includes four words, 
"boat, screen, sing, scrub," from which the child is to 
select t wo words which have the same initial blend. 
5. Rb,yming. 
Between the training in the recognition of initial sounds and 
that of work on the final sounds, are some exercises in 
rhyming. 
There are six types of exercises in this group: 
a) Distinguishing between pairs of words which rhyme 
and words which do not. 
fun - done will - well 
b) Requiring the children to supply words which rhyme 
with a given word . 
block bud play 
lj c) Rhyming riddles. 
I====IL Something we eat that rhymes with horn. 
d) Completion of couplets. 
We go out to play 
On a pleasant ____ _ 
e) Selecting two words which rhyme, out of three. 
boys yes toys 
f) Finding the word which does not rhyme. 
go so may blow 
4. Final Consonants ~Blends. 
Practice on final sounds begins with the dictation of 
three words such as "sweet, sweep, sweet," and continues 
to increase in difficulty to an exercise on groups of 
four words,- "funny, baby, morning, daddy," , from which 
the one with a dissimilar ending is to be selected. 
The complete exercises are included in the next 
chapter. 
The purpose of this study is an attempt to develop a language pro-
gram using the vocabulary of the pre-primers of five basal reading systems. 
The readers were studied for content and the exercises have been ~ivided 
into eight units. 
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UNIT II 
Picture StuQ.y 
1. Play a game using pictures of tl1...:ings that are related (toys) 
and one that is not. Children find one tijat does not belong to the group. 
2. Study a picture. ,(One with plen1y of action). Encourage com-
ments from the children. Suggest that evj ryone help to give the picture 
a name. Let children decide on the most l ppropriate and inclusive title. 
5. In anothor exeroioe the teaoher ~tell the. name of the pioture 
and ask the children to find the reasons ~or the selection of the title. 
4. Study pictures of contrasting ch racter. Ask children to tell 
what impressions they get. (Quiet, noise warmth, cold, time of day, 
city or country scenes, activity, rest). 
5. Show pictures that illustrate an~icipated action. Children 
tell what they think is going to happen. 
6. Use pictures that children have drawn in illustration of 
a simple story. Arrange them in proper sequence and ask a child to tell 
the story while following the pictures. Then let the children find their 
own drawings. Arrange a group activity in which each child finds his o'Ml 
place in the narrative and tells the part of the story which his picture 
illustrates. 
7. Distribute several newSpaper clippings which show animals in 
action. Each child tells a little story about his picture. 
35 
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UNIT III 
Following Directions !!!. DraV~-ing 
1. Draw a picture of a table. 
Put one bowl on the t a.ble. 
2. Draw a picture of a barn. 
Put in one big door and one small door. Color the barn red. 
5. Draw a picture of a mother hen and her three baby chickens. 
Color the hen brown and the chic\kens yellow. 
4. Draw a picture of Humpty Dumpty before he fell off the wall. 
Color the wall green. 
5. Make up a little story of your o~~. Draw a picture which tells 
the story. Do not tell anyone what the story is. When your 
picture is finished, we would like to hear all about it. 
6. Draw a picture of something. Do not tell us what it is. When 
you have finished, we will try to guess what it is. (May be 
table, easel, or blackboard drawing). 
7. Draw a picture of three balls. Make one ball larger than the 
others. Color the large ball blue and the others orange. 
8. Draw a picture of a birthday cake. Put five candles on the cake. 
Draw a picture of the little child who is having the birthday. 
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UNIT IV 
....!2.!:£ Meanings 
1. Whole-Part Relationships 
Tell me some parts of a 
room school building 
bicycle tree 
book bird 
train bus 
dog airplane 
railroad jacket 
2. ~Whole 
v l. A pocket is part of a __ _ 
2. A frame is part of a __ _ 
5. A propeller is part of an ----
~ 4. The afternoon is part of the • 
-
' 5. A page is part of a _____ • 
' 6. A flame is part of a __ _ 
7. An hour is part of an 
8. A yolk is part of an ____ • 
9. A dime is part of a 
10. A stopper is part of a 
11. A spring is part of a 
12. A pendulum is part of a 
v 15. A blade is part of a • 
t,. l4. A banister is part of a 
Vl5. A smokestack is part of a 
---· 
------
j, 
'I 
3. Antonms 
in and out 
up and down 
off and on 
good and bad 
long and short 
fat and thin 
hard and soft 
sick and well 
deep and shallow 
quiet and noisy 
sweet and sour 
easy and hard 
large and small 
happy and sad 
light and dark 
right and wrong 
tall and short 
hot and cold 
expensive and cheap 
young atrl old 
smooth and rough 
to and from 
__ _J~================================= I -
wide and narrow 
fast and slow 
rich and poor 
many and few 
before and after 
full and empty 
sharp and dull 
straight and crooked 
high and low 
near and far 
early and late 
heavy and light 
generous and stingy 
wet and dry 
clean and dirty 
glad and sorry 
thick and thin 
above and below 
over and under 
lef't and right 
old and new 
stop and go 
I 
.I 
I j, 
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4. Comp1eti2,UL 
1. A round 11. A busy 
2. A good 12. A singing 
5. A fat 15. A wooden 
4. An empty 14. A funny 
5. A pretty 15. A little 
6. A soft 16. A bright 
7. A deep 17. A polite 
8. A friendly 18. A sharp 
e. A hungry 19. A dark 
10. An expensive 20. A flat 
1. A quiet 11. A narrow 
2. A full 12. A windy 
5. A wide 15. A short 
4. A cold 14. A clean 
5. A heavy 15. A furry 
Woo ly(~) 
6. A tall 16. A wally 
7. A hot 17. A small 
--
8. A sleepy 18. A high 
9. A sour 19. A light 
10. An open 20. A fast 
5. Classifications 
Which one does not belong? 
1. cat dog lion horse 
L 2. red purple blue book 
I 
l 
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3. nickel table dime quarter 
4. spring paper winter summer 
5. pencil crayon shoe chalk 
6. five box eight four 
7. mouth eye ear foot 
8. milk hat cocoa water 
9. bread cake soap cookie 
10. tiger elephant bear shsep 
11. January Saturday Tuesday Friday 
12. bed table scissors chair 
13. knife hammer fork spoon 
14. robin bluebird sparrow puppy 
15. school theatre field church 
1. jump run and 
2. red blue and 
5. oranges lemons and 
4. lion giraffe and 
5. potatoes corn and 
6. paper crayons and 
7. t wo five and 
8. stove sink and 
9. knife for k and 
10. vanilla chocolate and 
11. sister father and 
- -
li 
I 
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12. milk cream and 
15. plow tractor and I 
14. cow pig and II 
15. coal wood and I 
6. Associations I 
comb and moon and 
cup and table and 
dustpan and 
-
buttons and 
shoes and needle and 
coat and lmife and 
hammer and pen and 
bread and pail and 
I hands and sheets and 
I 
7. Principal:, Characteristics 
II 
(Pause for two seconds after word "is." Give words at rate 
of one per second). 
8. 
7. Ice cream is vanilla cold pretty pink 
8. Kit ten i s gray sleepy animal wild 
9. Lemon is sweet long green sour 
10.. Child is old young laughing sad 
Quan~~ties and Measurements 
We buy -
1. Butter by the 
2. Eggs by the 
5. Milk by the 
4. Wood by the 
5. Cloth by the 
6. Oil by the 
7. Meat by the 
8. Coal by the 
9. Ice by the 
10. Salt by the 
1. Maple syrup by the 
2. Shoes by the 
5. Soap by the 
4. Cream by the 
5. Bread by the 
6. Cereal by the 
7. Crackers by the 
40 
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8. Coffee by the-------
9. Soup by the · 
10. Thread by the 
UNIT V 
Informatioq_ 
1. At what time of day do we go to school? 
2. Where do we go to buy stamps? 
5. For what is a saw used? 
4. What are some of the things we can buy in a drug store? 
s. Do cats like to swim? 
6. What do carpenters do? 
Would baby ducks and baby chickens like to do the same thin I 7. 
a. From what is butter made? 
9. What is a silo? 
10. Do we have farms in the city? 
11. Why can we not always see the sun in the daytime? 
12. What color is the wind? 
15. Can dogs climb trees? 
14. What is the alphabet? 
15. Why do cups have handles? 
16 . What is made from flour? 
17. How many vmeels are there on a tricycle? 
18. Wh.a.t is a cash register? 
19. ~~t time is it when it is noon? 
42 
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20. What is a picnic? 
21. Why do we use erasers? 
22. Vfuat is the dif'ference between a pumpkin and a Jack-o-
Lantern? 
25. What is a . rainbow? 
24. Why do we ask a question? 
25. Why do we keep food in the refrigerator? 
26. Can you think of some things that are made of rubber? 
27. Where do we get wool? 
28. Why do some boats have sails? 
29. Whf do we need railroad stations? 
50. What is the difference between a radio and a television? 
51. What is a brook? 
52. With what do we t a ste things? 
55. Vlhat are twins? 
54. What is a friend? 
55. What is an island? 
56. What is mud? 
57. Who is your neighbor? 
58. ~nat are some of the things a nurse does? 
59. What is a person? 
40. What is a scale? 
41. Can you buy as much 'with a nickel as you can buy with a 
dime? 
42. Which is longer, a week or a month? 
45. How many things are there in a dozen? 
44. What makes a pot boil? 
45. What is the difference between a pebble and a seed? 
46. Vfuat is a root? 
47. What do we mean by "home11 ? 
48. What is a berry? 
49. wqy do railroads have refrigerator cars? 
50. Wb;y does a ~.etting hen turn her eggs over every day? 
UNIT VI 
Riddles 
Mother Goose Riddles 
1. I am a little boy 
I like to sing 
I like white bread and butter 
I have no knife for cutting the bread 
Who am I? 
2. I am a little girl 
I take care of the sheep 
I have lost my sheep 
Who am I? 
5. I am an animal 
I grow wool on my back 
I have a bag of wool for a little boy 
Who am I? 
45 
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4. We are two children 
We are a brother and a sister 
We went up a hill 
We both fell down 
Who are we? 
5. I am a little boy 
6 .. 
I like to jump over things 
Who am I? 
I am an animal 
I jumped over something 
while one animal played mus:I,c 
and another one laughed 
Who am I? 
7. I am an animal 
I took a long trip 
Nobody knew where I went 
I went to see some one 
While I was there, I frightened 
another animal 
Who am I? 
44 
People in ~ Community 
I. I am a man 
I carry a shoulder bag 
I go to people's houses 
I wear a gray uniform 
I bring letters and packages 
Who am I? 
2. I am a man 
I drive either a truck or a wagon 
I bring something to people's homes 
What I bring is very good for little children 
Who am I? 
5. I am a man 
I work in my shop 
I mend something 
I put on soles and heels 
Who am I? 
4. I am a man 
People bring something to me 
I keep it for them so that it will be safe 
Who am I? 
45 
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5. I am a man 
I wear a dark blue unif'orm 
I help people to cross the street 
Who am I? 
6. I am a man 
I drive something 
I take people on long trips 
The thing I drive has a bell and 
it makes a lot of noise 
Who am I? 
7. I am a lady 
I wear a white unif'orm 
I take care of sick people 
Who am I? 
8. I am a man 
I have a store 
In my store I sell nails, paint, and tools 
Who am I? 
Animals 
1. I am a wild animal 
I live in the jungle 
I am yellow and have black stripes 
What am I? 
_j 
2. I am a farm animal 
I have horns 
My baby is called a calf 
What am I? 
5. I am an animal 
I like to play 'With children 
I cannot climb trees 
What am I? 
4. I am a wild animal 
I am brown 
I am called "the King of the Jungle" 
What am I? 
5. I am:··· an animal 
My fur is thick and white 
I love the ice and snow 
What am I? 
Birds ~ Insects 
1. I am a bird 
I am brown and have a red breast 
I sing a pretty song 
What am I? 
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2. I am an insect 
~ make a buzzing sound 
I love to be near flowers 
I make honey 
What am I? 
3. I am a bird 
I am yellow 
I live in a cage 
I sing a beautiful song 
What am I? 
4. I am an insect 
I have a soft furry coat 
I like to crawl along fences 
I turn into a butterfly 
What am I? 
5. I am a bird 
My color is blue 
I do not sing a pleasant song 
I fight with other birds 
What am I? 
48 
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6. I am a bird 
II 
Sometimes people have me in their homes 
I have bright green feathers 
I 
I can say some words 
I am very noisy 
What am I? 
UNIT VII 
Comp:rehension 
1. All animals are in cages. 
2. Birds build nests. 
5. Potatoes grow on trees. 
4. We go to school on Sunday. 
5. Some sugar is brown. 
6. All dishes are white. 
7. The moon .can be seen in the daytime. 
8. All birds live in trees. 
9. A horse i:a a wild animal. 
10. A baby bear is called a cub. 
11. Farmers plant corn. 
12. Christmas comes in the summ'9r. 
13. Cream is sold in jars. 
14. February comes after January. 
15. Rocks are good to eat. 
16. Horses have feath~rs. 
17. Ducks love the water. 
18. Cows are used to pull a wagon. 
19. Apples grow in the ground. 
20. The farmer leaves the vegetables out all winter. 
Completions (Contrasts) 
1. Vinegar is sour, but sugar is __ _ 
2. You see with your eyes; you hear with your _. 
5. We skate in vdnter; we swim in ----· 
4. We work in the daytime; we sleep at __ _ 
5. In the morning we go to school; in the afternoon ___ - r 
6. Ships go on th~ water; planes go ___ • 
7. Washington's Birthday comes in the winter; the Fourth of 
July comes ____ _ 
8. Soup is hot; ice cream is __ _ 
9. A rock is heavy; a feather is ___ • 
10. Carrots grow in the ground; peaches grow ___ _ 
.....QQ!tpletion Sent~nces (lli,h phrases) 
l. The bunny carries the eggs (how) 
2. We keep books (where) 
5. We go to the beach (when) 
4. We keep our rubbers (where) 
5. People go to church (when) 
l 
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6. We hang our clothes (where) 
7. The squirrel holds a nut (how) 
8. We chew our food (how} 
9. We will learn to read (where) 
10. To know the date, we look (where) 
Completion Sentences 
(Using obvious, B§rt~~' or B2 clues) 
1. The farmer tells time by the 
2. A tea kettle is used for 
5. A basket is used 
4. An apple is a . 
-
5. A baby hen is called a .. 
6. The farmer takes his fruit and vegetables to ----
7. Before the flower opens it is a __ 
8. We can see to the bottom of the brook. The water is very 
9. There are many buildings ____ _ 
10. The bra~h fell off the 
--
1. When it is raining we carry_----
2. fou throw with your_. 
5. The farm animal that gives us milk is the __ _ 
4. We pound nails with _ ----
5. We buy medicine at ____ _ 
6. We use glass in a window because 
• \ 1.'-. F ··-n ' , .. 
l ··\ ·)~ ::;·_-~ ........ ~ '-· '~'41 
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7. A fish will not live ir it is 
8. The lady put the flowers in a __ 
On the end of the pencil is an __ _ 9. 
10. A baby cannot go to school because _____ _ 
1. Baby rides in a. -----
2. The sun was 
5. 
4. 
5. 
----
The color of chocolate is __ _ 
The wind blew off the boy's 
-· 
The farmer was sowing the __ _ 
6. The mother was sewing her __ _ 
7. The grass begins to grow in ___ _ 
8. In the nest, the farmer's little boy found __ _ 
9. Two quarters are the same as a -------
10. The baby laid her head on the __ _ 
11. The boy's foot hurt. His shoes were 
12. Ships sail on the __ _ 
15. The animal which bas a trunk is called the----
14. The mother could not cut the meat. The knife was too 
15. The flowers on fruit trees are called 
---
--
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UNIT VIII 
Audito~ Discrimination 
1. Pairs 2! Words Alike ~ Different 
1. 2. 
boy - boy pig - bug 
did 
-
do get - get 
thin - run read - read 
saw 
-
see want- went 
buy 
-
buy name- mane 
5. 4. 
ten 
-
tin drop - drip 
wait - wait wind- wind 
cook - cock weather - whether 
may 
-
may think - thing 
star - start flame- frame 
5. 6. 
glass- class book - brook 
lake- lake break - break 
sleep - swe9p wooden - wouldn't 
shine - chime dough - toe 
fought 
-
thought tongue - ton 
I 
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2. Selecting ~ Different ~ 
bring cap bring match match watch 
wind dish dish wheel white wheel 
bell bell egg fright friend friend 
hat hat fan sharp stop sharp 
at oh at touch rough rough 
was was saw mouth mouth month 
am in in quiet quite quiet 
jump jump gate straight straight slate 
ship drum drum gone corn gone 
hill hill pony pleasant present present 
5. Words with Different Initial Sounds 
go go no 
see bee bee 
doll ball doll 
sun fun sun 
said red red 
may pay may 
to do to 
hop top top 
pig big big 
get get let 
I 
I nut but but I -~ old cold old i II -'f= I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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song long long 
mill w-m mill 
dish fish fish 
went went rent 
then when when 
sand sand stand 
clap slap clap 
4. Words ~ Confusing Initial Sounds 
pan pan ban nice mice mice 
shoe chew shoe dime time time 
net met met sing sting sing 
by by pie ca.me game game 
chip ship chip blows close close 
view few few cry try cry 
bound pound bound pet bet bet 
beach beach peach hear hear ear 
through true through good could good 
double bubble bubble dug tug tug 
5. One Different Initial Consonant Q!: Blend . 
jug chug jug crowd crowd cloud 
free tree free fine vine fine 
right light light bin bin pin 
bill bill pill tent dent tent 
fan van fan chair share chair 
56 
bush bush push fat fat vat •. 
cake take cake thumb some thumb 
gold gold cold meat meat beat 
long wrong long night might might 
weep weep reap rest west rest 
6. ~ Different Initial Sound (out of four) 
---
ran right tub row 
come see can could 
top two tell say 
dog fun do day 
buy boy take bus 
grow cold grass growl 
house here find had 
shop shade shore stay 
river wagon water walk 
quick quite came queer 
7. 1J!Q.. Words in· £ Group - Same Initial Consonant 
door trunk dog bee 
boy cake net baby 
was sell we go 
gate cook sa:y gun 
ten butter went bell 
pin rice pay new 
dime . tail well door I . 
+ ., I 
I 
I 
I 
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did name book nice 
bug bone soft pat 
say gold cook good 
8. !!Q. Words in ~ Group - ~ Initial Blend 
shoe house bell should 
pig green growl write 
store cake song star 
ride blue hunt blanket 
clean beach dust clock 
glass tall glove bat 
barn flag rain fleecy 
plane road please bake 
mother slide slipper cream 
broom . my' way brush 
boat screen sing scrub 
four crayon cry cane 
dress it dig draw 
true pink tree tell 
light saw strap street 
head fruit fresh fan 
print tear prize pony 
need scarf same school 
skate show pen slcy 
sand speak spoon paper I 
sweet milk swing slow II 
il 
I 
I 
brol'fll 
see 
stone 
smart 
he 
side 
sent small 
snow snap 
stamp last 
Rb..v!n},ng__ 
9. Which words rhyme and which do not? 
fun - done 
will - well 
caps - snaps 
chair - share 
and - end 
man - hand 
red - said 
bed -bend 
too - toe 
wood - good 
flash - latch 
large - barge 
wonder - wander 
steep - step 
crack - quack 
girls - curls 
breeze - please 
pony - honey 
want - went 
roar - store 
sleep - sleeve 
they - day 
read - ride 
snowing - going 
sliver - slicker 
collar - color 
glove - cover 
master - faster 
knee- kneel 
glue- grew 
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10. Finding Words That Will Rhyme 
Let us think of a word that rhymes with 
block bird horn 
dress flower brown 
room play train 
look drum kitten 
bright cage place 
11. Rh.yming Riddles 
1. Something we eat that rhymes with horn._ 
2. Something bright we need at night. 
5. Something mother uses that rhymes with room. 
4. Something that comes in summer that rhymes with 
flowers. 
5. Something we see in a theatre that rhymes with 
cage. 
6. Something we wear that rhymes with lose. 
7. A part of the window that rhymes with grass. 
8. Something a door has that rhymes with knock. 
9. Part of a room that rhymes with ~· 
10. Part of the body that rhymes with put. 
12. RhvmiPg Couplets 
1. We go out to play 
On a pleasant __ 
2. We skip and run 
We're having 
II 
1: 
I 
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5. Tick, tock 
I hear the __ _ 
4. What shall we make? 
Let's bake a _. 
5. These tiny mittens 
Must belong to the __ • 
6. Hobble de hoy! 
Fun for a __ _ 
7. Along the hall 
We rolled the --·· 
B. I'd like to look 
At my new __ _ 
15. Discrimination ££ Rhyming Sounds 
a) Select two words which rhyme: 
boys yes toys 
eat got not 
far are father 
meow hello bow-wow 
obey good-bye to-day 
make take made 
table gobble stable 
hungry thirsty birthday 
autumn summer winter 
60 
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b) Select word which does ~ rhyme 
go so may blow 
take fun run sun 
bun come some plum 
boat goat coat get 
'-·.green shine screen clean 
funny bunny silly money 
dinner thinner runner winner 
town dovm clown around 
plate beat late gate 
wall tall shall ball 
mother another feather brother 
finding mending grinding winding 
14. One Differgnt Final Consonant 
threat thread thread 
feed feet feed 
bean bean bead 
jump junk jump 
yard yard yarn 
tap tack tap 
sweet sweep sweet 
button butter button 
that that than 
seed seat seat 
l 
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15. One Different ~ Sound (QRi of f21!!:) 
ball sell coat will 
band ten seed did 
caught boat hat could 
rug tack beg log 
wade want went aunt 
catch stitch wash wa:tch 
heat bat let bed 
hen pin slim grin 
16. One Word With Different Ending {out Qf ~) 
a) funny baby morning daddy 
·rubber glasses printer eraser 
.clock wash peck beak 
seed food bad have 
slow boot ce.ught fat 
laugh beef sleeve safe 
beans hands leaves lesson 
b) club trap knob crab 
drag hog duck bug 
kick farm stem home 
clap rip bib stop 
cool train learn fun 
knife love leaf tough 
toast hurt kite bed 
shell bone small wool 
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CHAPTER IV 
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING 
A program such as this should have certain specific goals, which 
in turn become criteria by which its overall merits may be evaluated. 
The program stands or falls in accordance with the extent to which 
certain questions relative to its value in terms of the individual child, 
may be answered in the affirmative. These questions are as follows: 
1) Is he developing the ability to organize his thoughts? 
2) Does he have interesting ideas, and can he express them 
with fluency and clearness? 
5) Is he increasingly able to adjust to a new situation? 
4) Does he listen courteously and attentively while others 
are speaking? 
5) Does he appear to have an increased desire to communicate 
his ideas, and to take part in group discussions? 
6) Does his general attitUde indicate growth in the appre-
ciation and enjoyment of pictures, books, stories and 
poetry? 
7) Do his questions show thought and understanding of concepts? 
8) Is he able to sustain interest in the topic under dis-
cussion, or does he tend to want to introduce subjects which 
call for less mental exertion? 
9) Does he show improvement in his ability to present his 
thoughts or ideas in such a way that they will be under-
stood? 
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10) Is he made to feel that what he has to say is most welcome 
to his hearers, and that it is both important and interesting? 
In presenting this program in an attempt to work toward the realiza-
tion of the foregoing aims, it may be advisable to suggest certain points 
which bear upon the effective use of the exercises. 
These suggestions are: 
1. That the program is not one to be follow~d in its entirety, 
but rather is a supplementary source of material upon which 
a teacher may draw. 
2. That it is neither necessary nor desirable to use all of 
the exercises with all of the children. The ones at the end 
are difficult, and demand superior powers of concentration 
and selection. All of the exercises have been used with 
kindergarten children, and as may be expected, some of the 
children will be able to do them, but many will not. The 
more difficult ones have been included for t~e benefit of 
those who may be able to handle them. 
5. In the beginning of the Auditory Unit, there is repetition 
of the less difficult type of ex~rcise for those children 
who may need individual help. This will obviate the 
necessity for using the same material many times. 
;. 4:. The extent to which the exercises are used will depend upon 
the time of year and upon the age and needs of the particular 
group. The children's success will depend largely on 
I 
j/ 
II 
previous training and experience. 
5. As in all language work with young children, the emphasis 
on these exercises is on "Playing Games with Words." With 
proper motivation, it is expected that the children's 
interest will be aroused, and that a desire to take part 
in an activity which may be helpful in preparing them for 
a successful attack upon beginning reading, will be 
stimulated. 
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